
San Gennaro Feast 
Carnival Rides* 

 
 
 
 
 
The VERTIGO 

The brand new A.R.M Vertigo towers over the midway 
at 100 feet in height and seats twenty-four passengers. 
Each seat holds two riders who are secured by a lap 
restraint. Once the ride begins, the entire center twists 
in a circular motion. Riders enjoy a swinging sensation 
as the entire center track lifts up slowly until reaching 
the top of the ride. Once the swing ride reaches the top 

it begins to slowly swing in a descent. 
 
SPECTACULAR RIDES 
 
 

 
Giant Wheel  
A towering tradition of Butler Amusements, the 
majestic Giant Wheel dominates the Midway day and 
night, offering patrons a sweeping view from a height 
of nearly 100 feet! Passengers are seated in separate 
gondolas and then whisked smoothly up, around and 
down again, a motion reminiscent of the ferris wheel. 
The Giant Wheel is a pleasant ride for the entire 
family. Recently equipped with a brand new LED 
lighting package, the wheel uses less energy and 
produces a magnificent light show! 
 
 
 

 
 
Fireball 
Already a midway favorite, the Fireball, from 
Italy, lifts riders high into the air, 20 at a time. 
As the main boom swings back and forth, the 
base of five groups of seats begin to spin, giving 
the passengers a feeling of weightlessness while 
they soar through the air with their feet 
swinging free!  
 
 
 



 
Giant Scooters  
Riders, seated in their “cars” begin a trip over a 
rectangular floor, bumping and dodging other 
drivers in their way!  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Flying Bobs 

The Flying Bobs has 18 seats each capable of 
carrying 2 adults. A fun and exciting ride which 
revolves around in a 360 degree circle and goes up 
and down hills.  

 
 
 
 

 
Footloose 
Thrill-seekers have touted this ride as one of the Midway’s 
“craziest!” On the Footloose the ride’s two gigantic arms loop 
counter-clockwise to each other, turning completely upside 
down. Riders are secured by over the shoulder harnesses while 
their legs dangle free in the open air. This ride is sure to thrill 
even the bravest of riders 
 

 
 
 
Zipper 
 
The Zipper has been one of the 
Midway’s most recognizable attractions for years, 
providing thrills to riders from teens to adults.  There’s 
more spinning going on with the Zipper than an out of 
control top. While the ‘cages’ holding two passengers 
each rise and descend on a tower boom, each spins 
independently and the entire boom turns, too.  Three times 
the action, backed by spectacular lighting bringing them 
back for more.   
  
 
 



The Carousel 
For decades, audiences have been awed by the 
beautifully handcrafted majesty of the carousel. 
To witness The Carousel is to see this piece of 
Americana in all its glory. This 36 foot 
Americana Themed Carousel features 32 
jumping horses, and 2 chariots.  Parents and 
children create memories while they enjoy the 
sights and sounds of this beautiful ride together! 

 
 

The Viper  
The Viper ride is another recent spectacular ride 
that Butler Amusements will be bringing to the 
midway this year. A colossal ride with a brilliant 
green snake theme will take riders on a 
whirlwind journey. The large arm across the 
entire top of the ride tilts and spins. At each end 
of the giant arm are two clusters holding two part 
seating which spin independently as well. The 
open air design allows riders to experience 
spectacular twirling views . The Viper seats 24 

passengers and uses state of the art shoulder bars. 
 
Spin Out  

The Spin Out is one of the most exciting rides on the midway. 
Made in England it stands 45 feet high and has 6 – 4 passenger 
seats.  Passengers sit in one of four seats on the outside edge of 
the ride.  As the Spin Out begins to rise six sets of seats begin to 
spin.  Up, down and around passengers thrill to the sight and feel 
of Spin Out.  There are only 8 Spinouts on traveling carnivals in 
the United States. 

 
 
 
MAJOR RIDES 
 

 
 
Kite Flyer 
The Kite Flyer is an unusual amusement ride 
where, instead of sitting, passengers lie 
horizontally within the frame of colorful gliders. 
After riders are buckled in, the ride begins to turn 
and then rises in the air for a thrilling, soaring 
sensation before gently gliding back to “Earth”. 
 

 
 



 
Eagle 16  
A staple of the American Midway, this 16-seat ferris wheel 
has eight front facing cars holding two riders in each.  It 
offers both a gentle ride around the 360-degree vertical circle 
and a thrilling view, as riders are lifted high above the ground 
and able to see for miles.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wacky Worm  
The Wacky Worm coaster is designed for the whole family. 
This two level family roller coaster is a great way for the 
entire family to enjoy the carnival. This brightly painted 
worm, surrounded by flower cup lights, is a charming 
addition to the Midway.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Starship 3000 
The lights and excitement of the midway literally 
become a blur as the Starship 3000 sweeps you 
off of your feet. Spinning at 24 RPM, The 
Starship 3000 uses centrifugal force to float the 
passengers off the floor, giving them the feeling 
of weightlessness. All aboard this 45-person 
capacity Starship for one wild ride.  

 
 
Mardi-Gras   
The Mardi Gras is a self-contained celebration of 
the famed New Orleans Holiday.  Two stories of 
exciting mirror mazes, moving escalators, music 
and lights combine for thrills, inside and out . 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
Scrambler 
Zig and zag your way to an amazing time on the 
Scrambler. The Scrambler has 12 seats each seat 
capable of holding 3 people. The main frame 
spins as each arm of seats spins independently, 
creating a feeling of funky flight. The Scrambler 
also features Deluxe Lighting and programmed 
incandescent “Ultra Lights.” 
 
 

 Slide 

The Slide is a ride for the whole family. It towers  
35 feet high and has  hills to slide  down. 
Fairgoers  of any age enjoy the thrill of our slide 
as they sail down the undulating path.   

 
 
 

Zombie Carnival 
Passengers are invited to climb aboard 
coffin like carriages which seat two 
passengers at a time. When the 
operator engages the ride, passengers 
creep along a winding track which 

takes them to the Zombie Carnival. Complete darkness awaits riders as their carriage 
navigates twists and turns.  

 
 
Tilt-A-Whirl   
An old favorite that has thrilled and excited patrons 
for generations, the Tilt-A-Whirl is a swirling 
experience for teens and adults. Separate cars 
rotate individually as the entire ride revolves up, 
down and around!  
 
 
KIDDIE & FAMILY RIDES 
 
Balloon Samba from Michael Jackson’s 
Neverland Ranch 
Manufactured in Italy, this kids ride features hot 
air balloon carriages and is truly a marvel to look 
at. The bright lights make it especially magnificent 
to look at during the evening. The Balloon Samba 
seats32 children in  6 air balloons. 

 
 



 
 
Chopper Hopper 
The Chopper Hopper is a family ride and boasts 
eight cartoon themed helicopters. Each helicopter 
holds four passengers and is large enough to 
accommodate children as well as adults. The 
helicopters move up and down the center pole and 
riders control the spinning action with a push of a 
button 

 
 

 
U-Toob Funhouse: 
The U-Toob Funhouse is a walk through 
funhouse with a home movie twist. Patrons can 
enjoy clips of various funny home movies while 
negotiating obstacles. Unusual sights and sounds 
mixed with classic funhouse tricks makes the U-
Toob fun for the entire family. The beautiful 
scenery and two stories of fun will attract all 
funhouse enthusiasts.  

 
 
Tom Kangaroo 
Experience the graceful, gentle ride of a baby 
kangaroo carried in the safety of his mother’s 
pouch. Four Kangaroos welcome children and 
parents aboard for a smooth ride. Passengers sit 
inside each kangaroo and as the ride turns, each 
kangaroo slowly revolves as well.   
 

 

Wet Boats 

This kid ride features individual mini boats that 
float in water along a circular path. A great 
carnival ride for first timers! 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Dizzy Dragon 
On the Dizzy Dragon four magical dragons 
welcome children and parents aboard for a smooth 
ride. Passengers can move the ride at their own 
pace by turning a giant steering wheel inside the 
dragon’s belly spinning themselves round and 
round while the entire ride revolves as well. This 
ride is a great introduction for ride enthusiasts in 
training before stepping up to the Tilt A Whirl.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Jungle of Fun 
The Jungle of Fun is an interactive jungle gym for 
children measuring 36”-48” inches. It includes a cargo net 
to climb a tunnel to traverse, obstacle punching bags and 
a ball pit. 
 
 

 

Pirate Jet Brand New for 2015 

The Pirate Jet, manufactured by SBF, will make its United States 
debut on Butler Amusements midway in 2015. That’s correct, the 
Pirate Jet is not only brand new but it is the first of its kind in the 
U.S. Passengers climb aboard and join an armada of six pirate 
ships each capable of holding 4 children or 1 adult and 2 children 
per ship while they gently rotate around a central friendly pirate 
character. Each ship sails up and down simulating a trip on the 
high seas! 

 

 
 
 
 
*All rides are subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances 


